The ideal lighting for every mood

Offer your customers smarter, more convenient lighting with Wiser™
Wouldn’t it be great if you could offer a simple solution for smarter, more convenient lighting? Lighting that helps your customers get more enjoyment out of every moment spent at home, from cooking to reading to watching TV?

With Wiser you can. Whether you’re renovating or working on a new building, you can give your customers the ability to set the perfect ambiance with a tap. Wiser Ultimate dimmers and switches make it simple. Moreover, thanks to the Wiser smartphone app you can put full lighting control squarely in your customers’ hands.

Wiser products help you work smarter. Ultimate dimmers and switches are easy to install. Everything is configurable right from your smartphone: no costly programming devices required!

One more thing – Wiser scales with your customers’ needs, and with your business. It’s easy to start with a single switch and keep adding on as demand grows.

Smart lighting that’s convenient, comfortable, and installer-friendly – the difference is Wiser.
Wiser™ Ultimate dimmers and switches

Make your life easier while bringing added convenience and comfort to your customers! Ultimate range is a connected offer with sleek design and it’s easy to install.

Easy for you

- Set up features like date and time settings from the comfort and familiarity of your smartphone
- Copy and paste previously-used settings to other devices to save time when installing multiple devices
- Change settings without dismantling dimmers or switches
- No costly additional programming devices needed

Smart for your customers

- Everything is controlled from the comfort and familiarity of your customer’s smartphone via the Wiser app; no additional remote control is required
- Moments can be set up to create the perfect ambiance for every situation. With only one tab, for example, all lights in the living room can be off for watching a movie
- With the schedule function, it is possible to program different scenarios according to the habits at each time of the day. Switch on the lights at sunrise, for example
- Customers can create a home away mode to leave in peace of mind, allowing for example turn off all the lights in one click before leaving or simulate presence at night when they are on holidays

Functional features

- On/Off and Dim+/Dim - control by the Wiser app
- Integrated timer and time switch functions (including ASTRO) set up through the Wiser app
- Universal LED dimmer for most lamps
- Easy pairing of the switches with each others allows controlling of several switches from one switch
- Multi way control from standard push button switch possible with on/off and dimming possibility
- Out-of-the-box Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for point-to-point local control with the Wiser app
- Use of the dimmer as wake up with lights slowly dimming up at scheduled time
- LED status indicator
- Screw terminals for solid and rigid wires
- Green Premium product
Welcome to a Wiser home

Connected home technology that makes your home life richer, without making it more complicated.

To learn more about Schneider Electric and Wiser Ultimate connected switches, visit www.schneider-electric.com or contact your local Schneider Electric representative.